CHARACTER NAME: SINOCAL "SIN" MEEKU

SPECIES: RODIAN
CAREER: EXPLORER (TRADER)

Obligation: Criminal (5)

Sin comes from a long line of bounty hunters and learned many of their ways, even though she did not join in the family business. The Rodian came to Coruscant ten years ago seeking ever larger fortunes and wrestled her way into the property market. What Sin thought was an innocuous deal turned out to involve the Pykes, and they made sure she would profit more if she undercut her original client deeply. In time, Sin came to appreciate the world of crime and what could be accomplished working outside of the system.

Sin starts with an Obligation value of 5, but can increase the magnitude of her criminal activities up to as much as 20 in order to add an additional talent or piece of equipment. She is able to do this by benefiting more from her connections with the Pykes, but this may come back to haunt her in the future. Add the original and any newly incurred Obligation, and circle the appropriate value above.

Playing Sinoca

- You have had limited experience with Zelcomm Industries, having sold some office space in the same tower. There seems to be as much freight going into and out of the office building as through a small starport. Rumors say that Zelcomm is a front for weapons smuggling.

- Though innately talented with blasters, you have found that a concealed vibroknife can work in places a blaster can’t, and you have taught yourself how to use one effectively.

- Finally, when your silver tongue doesn’t do the trick, a couple of credits can smooth over a tense negotiation.